1. SQUARE OF PAPER, 
SAME COLOUR BOTH SIDES

2. DIVIDE IN HALVES

3. DIVIDE ALONG DIAGONALS

4. FOLD AND UNFOLD

5. REVERSE FOLD FOUR CORNERS. TURN OVER

6. PRECREASE. ROTATE 90°

7. FOR 5 HORN(S EITHER SIDE) PLEAT AS SHOWN. ESSENTIALLY, THE MIDDLE PART HAS TO BE DIVIDED INTO 1/12THS.
REVERSE FOLD EIGHT CORNERS

MOUNTAIN FOLD EIGHT TIMES

UNFOLD STEPS 7-9

NOTE THE POINT MARKED! THIS IS ON THE 'X' FORMED IN STEP 9. CREASE THE SECTION BETWEEN THIS AND THE CENTRE INTO THIRDS. REPEAT ON THE BOTTOM HALF.
Crimp where shown.

This is the top corner of the model. Reverse fold the inside layer. This uses the creases made in step 9.

Open sink the corner, using the creases made in step 8. . . . Partway there.

. . . Like so. Repeat steps 13-15 on the bottom.

Repeat steps 12-16 on the next set of creases.
Got the hang of it?
Good. Repeat twice more.

You should have a model with five horns either side.

Sink in and out through all layers. This is an open sink—do not trap the leg inside the model.

Repeat on lower half of model.

Like so. Turn over.

Fold front legs down.
21. Valley fold Long OUT

22. Pleat Down

23. Forming the Head

24. Sink

25. Fold Down

26. Petal Fold...

27. Like so. Turn over

28. Petal Fold again

29. Track Under

30. ... Like so.
Forming the feet.
All four feet.

Precrease.

Fold down.

Fold; unfold to step 31.

Closed sink in and out.

Reverse fold.

Reverse fold in and out.

Front legs only.

Turn moor on back to form tail and club.

Crimp.
FORMING THE TAIL

FOLD TO CENTRE

UNTUCK LAYERS

FOLD BEHIND, TURN OVER

NARROW TAIL

PINCH TO FORM SPIKE

REVERSE FOLD TO FORM TWO MORE SPIKES

LIKE SO.
FINISHING OFF...

i PINCH HORNS & SHAPE HEAD. LIFT A SMALL LAYER UP TO FORM EYE RIDGES.

ii POSITION LEGS

iii ROUND BODY

iv CRIMP TAIL

FINISHED ANKYLOSAURUS